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Abstract 
Spin light, or ~-radiation. is a new phenomenon of nature, which observation has become possible due to development of 

technology of the elementary particles acceleration. In this work the description of the Novosibirsk experiment, where the 
spin dependence of synchrotron radiation was observed for the first time. is given. It is shown. that the spin light is 
decomposed to different on principle @L- and PTh-radiation types. PL-radiation is conditioned by Larmor precision of the 
intrinsic magnetic moment of the electron (and its anomalous part), while PTh-radiation is connected with Thomas 
precession of the electron spin and has pure kinematic origin. In the relativistic quantum theory of radiation based on the 
Dirac equation. PL-radiation and PTh-radiation do not differ one from another and from the other quantum effects of 
electron radiation. Separate consideration is possible only in Jackson’s relativistic semiclassical radiation theory used in the 

given work. 

1. Semiclassical theory of mixed radiation 

Spin dependence of synchrotron radiation (SR) in the 

quantum theory was first discovered in the work of Ternov 
et al. [ I]. However. for a long time the physical interpreta- 
tion of the corresponding quantum correction to the SR 
power has being remained vague. Only recently it was a 
success to brighten up this question in Ref. [2] with the 
help of Jackson’s semiclassical theory 131. 

According to the semiclassical theory, spin precession is 
detined hy the Frenkel-BMT (Bargmann-Michef-Trleg- 

di) equation 

The classical spin-vector i = (sin A cos P, sin A sin v. 

cos h) is calculated on the spin functions of the free 
electron as usually. The external magnetic field H:,“. we 
introduce in the form of decomposition [4] 

(2) 

E,, and H,, are fields in the electron rest system. 
According to f 1) and (2) the frequency of the spin 

precission also decomposes into two frequencies 

* Corresponding authors 

n= a, -f-At,, . 
(31 

which describe Larmor and Thomas precission of the spin 
correspondingly. We pay attention that the anomalous 
magnetic moment contains in Larmor precession complete- 
ly. It follows that in the case of an electric neutral particle. 
whose magnetic moment is anomalous (neutron), Thomas 

precession disappears. 
Let us consider the radiation tields replacing by 

E-+R’. H--+[t&], E+A. 

where A is the vector potential and G is the frequency of 
the radiation field. According to Jackson’s theory, the total 
Hamiltonian of interaction of the electron with the radia- 

tion field has the form 

It should be noted that in this representation we do not 
take into account the recoil effects during radiation. 
although it is not difficult to do that (see Ref. [5)). 
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The spectra-angular and poiarization characteristics of 
radiation in the semiclassical theory are obtained on the 
base of the Fourier transform 

E,7,j=; -i@ Rc (P’ffn,) eiwlr-(nr)kl dt, 

where n, are the polarization unit vector (s = u, r), R is 
the distance from the charge to the observation point. 

Radiation of the intrinsic magnetic moment of the 
electron conditioned by Larmor or Thomas precession we 
shall call pL- and ~Th-mdia~on correspondingly. 

2. Mixed epL- and e,xTh-radiation 

In the most visible form PL- and PTh-radiation are 
shown in the so-called mixed ep-synchrotron radiation. 
Now it is a well known fact that this radiation is a result of 
the interference of the charge and intrinsic magnetic 
moment radiation fields. 

According to the relativistic semiclassical radiation 
theory we shall represent the all trajectory characteristics 
of the electron in the form of the decomposition in the 
small parameters y ‘, ctlp and $, where p is the orbital 
radius of the electron in a homogeneous magnetic field and 
$I is the angle between the plane of the orbit and the 
direction of radiation. 

The quantum character of spin behavior during radiation 
is taken into account by the matrix element (l, 4’ = ?l) 

This formula can be interpreted as decomposition of the 
complex spin-vector c to the parahel and perpendicular 
components 

Further we shall consider that the quantum transitions 
take place along the direction of the magnetic field, 
although a more total consideration of this question is 
possible. Besides, it should be taken into account that 
e = -e, < 0 and the magnetic field has the direction along 
the Z axis. 

Spectral-angular composition of the radiation power is 
determined by the expression 

where T = cl27cp. 
Further we shall not consider synchrotron radiation of 

the electron for it is studied very well. Main attention will 
be paid only to mixed cp-radiation, which is included in 
the interference terms 

After the integration over the angles and spectrum we 
will get: 

el.LTh _ ’ + d-6’ w w, --- 
2 

L zs 

SR6 9 

where 

is the total power of synchrotron radiation of the electron 
charge and 5 represents a well-known invariant parameter 
(sometimes x is used instead of 5) 

where w” is a fog-dimensional acceleration and H* is the 
Schwinger magnetic field. 

The fact attracts attention that mixed ep-radiation 
occurs due to transitions without spin flip exceptionally. 

Summing e& and epTh-radiation we will get the 
well-known in the synchrotron radiation theory result 
]1,61: 

W’” = we@- 
V (, + WZGTh = -w,,&. , 

we* = wed 
n rr +wy=o. 

Thus in ~-component epL- and e~Th-radiation com- 
pletely make up for each other when g = 2. 

3. Correspondence principle in ,u.-radiation of 
electron 

Relativistic classical theory of p-radiation (to be more 
precise as FL-radiation) has been worked out for a long 
time. At first the potentials of the radiation fields were got 
by Frenkei 171. Then the fields and integral characteristics 
of radiation were found in the work of Bhabha and Corben 
[8]. Later results were repeated by many authors (Horvath 
[9], Bialas [lo], Rolsrud and Leer [l I]. Cohn and Wiebe 
[12]), but nobody considered or made up one’s mind to 
consider the concrete applications. For the first time such 
attempt was undertaken in the series of our works [ 13-171. 
As a result of this research it was set that for neutral Dirac 
particles having only anomalous magnetic moment (neu- 
tron), the precise coincidence of the classical and quantum 
theory of @L-radiation in the uniform and homogeneous 
external fields of various configurations with respect to E 
and H takes place. 

However, such agreement was not got for the electron 



even for uniform magnetic field. Only in the case of the 

electron moving uniformly and rectilinearly in the fields of 

Veen filter type. when Thomas precession is absent. 

classical and quantum theory of p-radiation gives the same 

result (IX]. Thus the relativistic classical theory of ,u- 

radiation is a theory of @L-radiation. 

Now let us show that the classical theory of FL- 

radiation developed earlier in Refs. [8-121 and in otn 

works 1 I3- f 71 completely coincides with the semiclassical 

(and q~lantum) theory. 

At the beginning we prove this assertion in the general 

t&m. According to Ref. (51. the tensor of the electro- 

magnetic radiation held of a charged particle with intrinsic 

magnetic moment can be represented in the form 

Here IP IS a dimensionless antisymmetric spin tensor, i 
is the radiation fixation time in the observation point. 

R” = (R. R). R :z- c(r- t). n” = R”iR, v’ = cy( 1, p). The 

square brackets signify the anticommutation on the corre- 

sponding indexes. Yielding in (9) the polarization com- 

ponents of the electric fiefd and taking into account that 

(II. II% ) = 0. we will have 

==p+@. 

We see that tfle latter expressions are different from (5) 

and (6) only so that u+ l and by the absence of the term 

/3’“. Thus for /*L-radiation the correspondence principle 

works irreproachably. 

4. Classical theory of mixed epL-synchrotron 
radiation 

The possibility of classical theory can be demonstrated 

especially obviously on the example of mixed ep- 

synchrotron radiation considered above. Actually. accord- 

ing to the general classical theory of p-radiation. loss of 

energy due to radiation for ep-radiation is defined by the 

expression (see Ref. 1141. formula (6.17)) 

Here P” is the four.dimensional radiation momentum and 

the circle signifies the differentiation on the own time 7. 

The radiation power is got from the zero component 

Substituting here the equations for the charge motion and 

the Frenkef-~MT equation for the spin and averaging over 

the period of motion and spin precession in the case of 

g==2 we get 1151 

where rr,: is the initial value of the spin projection. As 7~. 

is the motion integral and v,, = S;,. then 

l@“” = W..,( I -+ : 64,) = Iv”’ . (I?,) 

where cl/““’ is a sum of cr- and F-components of e&L- 

radiation defined in (8) (muftipfier ( f + &&‘)/2 = 8:;. is of 

nit essentiaf importance in this case). 

It can be shown that the spectral-angular and pofariza- 

tion characteristics of e&radiation also coincide. We note 

that it is not necessary to do special calculations for this 

purpose. as one can use known in the semiclassical theory 

of mixed ry-synchrotron radiation results for the anomal- 

ous magnetic moment of the electron p,, = /J,,(R - 2)/2 = 

pu,,c,, which. as we know, is not subjected the Thomas 

precession. 

The question about the possibifity of the inclusion of 

~Th-r~~diation in the more general classicaf theory of the 

magnetic moR~ent radiation remains open. It is possible to 

suggest that after some m~~di~catjon of the energy- 

momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field this question 

will be solved positively. 
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